PREFACE
it is a pleasant duty to acknowledge the generous aid given by many
persons to the author in the course of his labors on these volumes.
In the first place, it was necessary to borrow a considerable number of
manuscripts, located in many parts of Europe and India. With scarcely
an exception, the owners or custodians of these manuscripts have shown
themselves most ready to accommodate the author and facilitate his
work. The manuscripts in the possession of the Royal Library of Berlin
were collated in that Library, and the manuscript of the University of
Tiibingen at Tubingen. Professor Garbe of Tubingen afforded me a
friendly service in securing to me all the facilities of the library of his
university. The Royal Library of Copenhagen and the Library of the
University of Leipzig lent their manuscripts to the Royal Library of
Berlin, and it was in the last-named library that I collated them.
All the other manuscripts which I used were lent to me in America,
either directly or thru the Library of .the Johns Hopkins University,
in Baltimore. I am indebted to the Library of the University of Vienna
for the loan of two manuscripts, in securing which Professor von
Schioeder gave me kindly aid. I am also very grateful to Professor
Winternitz of Prague, who informed me of the existence of these manu-
scripts in Vienna. — The Department of Education of the Govern-
ment of India forwarded me several manuscripts, and made generous
tho unavailing efforts to secure a number of others. The Govern-
ment of Madras had copies made of several manuscripts located in its
jurisdiction* The Government of Bombay sent to me a consignment
of fourteen, manuscripts, all of which were lost in the wreck of the
steamship Titanic, in April, 1912. This terrible disaster deprived me
of materials wl^	have proved a great enrich-
ment of the sources at my disposal for the edition; yet I cannot but

